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is determined by the spanwise lift distribution, and the lift during
pitch-upwill be greater than that during pitch-downat a given angle
of attack. The circulation curve for 0.5C illuminates this trend; the
circulationduring pitch-up is greater than that during pitch-down at
a given angle of attack. However, the curve for 1.5C is contrary to
this. This discrepancy can be explained if we take into account the
fact that the velocity signal sensed at 1.5C re� ects the data origi-
natedat an earlierphaseangleof the wing oscillation.The truephase
angles (hence, the true angles of attack) for the data for 0.5 and
1.5C are different from each other. For an adequate comparison
we therefore need to take into account the phase lag of the present
measurement. To compensate for the phase lag, we assumed that
the convection velocity was approximately equal to the mean axial
velocity in the tip vortex region at 0.5C . We � tted the mean axial
velocity data averaged over the vortex core region at several angles
of attack into two straight lines, one for pitch-up and the other for
pitch-down.The convectionvelocity at an angle of attack of interest
was then obtained from these straight lines.

The phase lag compensated plot of the data is given in Fig. 4b.
Obviously, at a given angle of attack the circulation during pitch-
up is greater than that during pitch-down as expected. Figure 4b
also points out that the rates of increase or decrease of the vortex
strengthper unit angleof attackare about the same for both pitch-up
and pitch-down. This signi� es that the rate of increase of the vor-
tex strength per unit angle of attack remains the same even when
the mean � ow is massively separated. The value of circulation for
a =7 deg during pitch-up from the phase lag compensated curve
(Fig. 4b) is read to be about 0.23, which is in close agreement with
the value of 0.28 (at 1.5C ) for a =7 deg of the stationary wing
test.12 Takahashi and McAlister15 investigated the tip vortex in the
near � eld of a stationary wing at RN =1.02 £ 106 . The normalized
circulation at large radius in their work was 0.33 at a =11 deg
and X / C =1.6. The value from the phase lag compensated curve
(Fig. 4b) is about 0.37. This, in a way, ascertains that the � ow dur-
ing pitch-up is similar to that of the stationary wing in the present
range of experiment. The circulation at various angles of attack for
X / C =0.5 and that for X / C =1.5 are seen to be a little different
fromeach other.However, these two can be said to be about the same
if we take the measurement uncertainty into consideration.The un-
certainties of circulation for a =15 deg during pitch-up were about
§11.8, §9.5% at 0.5 and 1.5C , respectively.

Conclusion
Phase-averagedmean axial and tangential velocity pro� les in the

near � eld of the trailing vortex behind an oscillating wing were
presented. These velocity pro� les clearly demonstrated hysteretic
behavior of the wake. The � ow during the pitch-down motion was
more disturbed and irregular so that it was more diffusive. The size
of the vortexcore was larger, and thepeak tangentialvelocityand the
axial velocity de� cit were smaller during pitch-down than during
pitch-up. The axial velocity within the vortex region was found to
suffer from velocity de� cit for both pitch-up and pitch-down cases.
The hysteretic behavior of the wake was best illustrated in the plot
showing the variationof the circulationoverone cycleof oscillation.
To adequately describe the change of circulation during a cycle of
oscillation, the phase lag of the measurement signal was taken into
account.The phase lag compensatedvariationof the vortex strength
over one cycle of oscillation showed that the circulation at a given
angle of attack was greater during pitch-up than during pitch-down.
The rates of increase or decrease of the vortex strength per unit
angle of attack, however, were found to be about the same for both
pitch-up and pitch-down motion.
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Nomenclature
c0 = speed of sound
h = blade surface equation h =0, where h > 0 outside

the blade
li = force per unit area exerted on the � uid by the solid surface

(in xi direction)
lr = li r̂i , force per unit area exerted on the � uid

in the radiation direction
M = local Mach number
Mi = local Mach number in xi direction
Mr = Mi r̂i , local Mach number in the radiation direction
Nblade = number of blades
Np = number of singularity panels in potential � ow solver
Nt = number of time steps in potential � ow solver
p 0 = acoustic pressure
R = fan radius
Rw = wake radius
r = j x ¡ y j , where y is the source position
r̂i = unit radiation vector, (x ¡ y) / r
S = surface area of the actual body h =0
t = observer time
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x = observer position
C max = maximum circulation
q 0 = ambient density of air
U = velocity potential
u = angle between the tip vortex and the plane

of blade rotation

Subscripts

i, j = 1, 2, or 3
L = dipole, loading component
r = radiation direction
ret = evaluation at retarded time
T = monopole, thickness component

Introduction

A COUSTIC considerationof axial fans has become imperative
becauseof regulationsand theubiquitouscall for environment-

friendly products. Although the dominant source of noise for most
axial fans is known to be dipole (because of surface pressure � uc-
tuations) in nature, the formidability of � ow� eld calculations have
kept many attempts of analysis to only those of empirical formula-
tions. The rapid advances in computer technology have, however,
motivated the developmentof a noncompact fan noise analysis tool
with the � ow� eld data from the accompanying � ow analyzer. The
main challenge in this venture lies in bridging the gap between the
two different timescales involved in solving for the � ow� eld and the
acoustic � eld. The tool couples time-domain acoustic analogy with
� ow� eld analysisvia the free-wakepanelmethod.The time-domain
acoustic prediction uses one of the most rigorous formulations and
is implemented for use in predictingaerodynamicnoise of the most
complex geometry often found in axial fan blades. A time-stepping,
free-wake potential solver is tested for � ow� eld calculation of an
automotive cooling fan.

Although free-wake panel methods usually yield relatively accu-
rate results when predicting the � ow� eld around axial fans, its use
in aerodynamicnoise predictionhas been limited by two shortcom-
ings.The time resolutionof � ow analysisis usuallyof anorder larger
than that requiredfor noisepredictions.The free-wakepanelmethod
also suffers from wake instabilities in the absence of freestream as
in static fan operations.Because the two problemsare not irrelevant,
a solution is sought that will resolve the two problems at once. The
prediction method is applied to an axial fan operating with shroud,
and the resultingnoise predictionsshow a favorableagreementwith
the measured data.

Numerical Formulations
Farassat and Succi1 have formulated the following equation,

which is very convenient in embodying the time-domain analysis
of the Ffowcs Williams–Hawkings equation into a computer code.
The formulationdoes not lose the generality of being able to handle
blades of arbitrary shape and motion while enhancing the accuracy
of the code by eliminating numerical time differentiation.The � eld
pressure is given by

p 0 (x, t) = p 0
T (x, t ) + p 0

L(x, t) (1)

where p 0
T (x, t ) and p 0

L(x, t) represent thickness and loading terms,
respectively,andcorrespondto themonopoleand dipole terms in the
theory of acoustic analogy. The quadrupole source from Lighthill
stress tensor Ti j is neglected in this study because only low-speed
rotatingbladesare considered.The monopole term is also neglected
because the airfoil is thin and because the tip speed is not high
enough to cause any signi� cant noise throughvolume displacement
of � uid. The loading term is given by

4 p p 0
L (x, t ) =

1
c0

Z

h = 0

³
Çli r̂i

r (1 ¡ Mr )2

´

ret

ds

+
Z
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³
lr ¡ li Mi
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´

ret

ds

+
1
c0

Z
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³
lr

¡
r ÇMi r̂i + c0 Mr ¡ c0 M2

¢

r 2(1 ¡ Mr )3

´

ret

ds (2)

where the dots on ÇMi and Çli representthe rate of changewith respect
to source time.

A computer programhas been developedtaking full advantageof
the formulation.The calculationsare performedon the surfaceof the
blade, which is divided into a number of panels used for integration.
The primary convenience of the formulation lies in the fact that
other than the retarded time calculation,which in the subsonic case
is simple with Newton iteration, the coding is straightforwardwith
all of the terms in the integrand calculated in the blade � xed frame.

The � ow solver is a classic potential � ow solver, using singu-
larity panels on the body surfaces and the wakes trailing from the
bodies. If the � ow is assumed inviscid, incompressible, and irro-
tational, the velocity potential of the � ow must satisfy Laplace’s
equation r 2 U =0. The establishmentof algebraicequations is well
documented in various literatures2 and will not be iterated here.
The free-wake panel method derives its name from the principle in
which the wake panels are free to evolve in shape according to the
velocities dictated by the solution. The free wake is time stepped,
with a new row of panels shed into the � ow with each time step.
Increase in temporal resolution of the � ow solution is thus equiva-
lent to additional computation of velocities at the new panel points
with the number of calculations proportional to N 2

p Nt . Therefore,
the CPU time scales approximately with the cube of the number of
time steps. For the � ow data to be used as input for acoustic cal-
culation, pressure data per less than 10 deg are required, whereas
for � ow-only calculationspressuredata per over 10 deg usually suf-
� ce. The time-resolution re� nement then places a heavy burden on
the computer capacity, requiring a way to use fewer wake panels to
simulate the wake � eld. The problem of wake instability commonly
observed in rotating blades must also be addressed. The instability
of the wake is mainly caused by numerical errors and partially re-
� ects the physics that � ow� eld of axial fans are indeed turbulent.
The instability can be inhibited by introducingnumerical damping,
which in this case is attained by increasing the core value of the
wake. Using smaller time steps, however, one is able to use smaller
core values leading to more realistic wake geometry. But even with
the smallest time steps, correct wake geometry cannot be obtained
if the far wake is not modeled correctly.

An ultimate wake sink disk is introducedto overcome these prob-
lems. Helical vortex lines representing rolled-up vortices can be re-
placed by a sink disk on the cap of a circular cylinder with ring
vortices.3 The strength of the sink disk is given by Nblade C max /
2 p Rw tan u . Replacing the in� nite extent of tip vortices with a sink
disk reduces the calculation load drasticallywhile providing the ef-
fect of far wake components.To prevent the number of wake panels
from increasing inde� nitely, the wake relaxation (discarding one
panel while adding one on the other side) option is added to simu-
late the re� ned � ow� eld with as small a number of wake panels as
possible.

Results and Discussion
The automotive cooling fan used for result validation is shown

in Fig. 1. Ten divisions in the radial direction were used, whereas
20 divisionswere used to wrap around the airfoil.The shroud is also
modeled with 80 divisions around the circumference to simulate
as closely as possible the actual � ow� eld of the fan. The initial

Fig. 1 Fan geometry with initial wake panels (only the inner surface
of shroud shown).
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wake geometry is also shown. The wake sink disk, not shown, is
placed 1.5R away from the plane of blade revolution. The location
was chosen from observing a tentative low-resolution calculation,
which indicated piling up of wake panels in the vicinity. The radius
of the sink disk is 0.8R, considering the contraction of the wake.
With the wake disk accounting for the far wake effect, a � ow� eld
calculationof high temporalresolutionis carriedoutwith an interval
of 3 deg (120 calculationsper revolution). The corevalueused in this
calculation is 5% of the fan radius. The resulting wake geometry is
shown in Fig. 2 via the boundariesof singularitypanels representing
vorticity. Only the inner and tip boundaries of the wake sheet are
shown for clarity.

Figure 3 shows the predicted and measured acoustic spectra at a
number of locations. The actual sound-pressure-level(SPL) values

Fig. 2 Wake geometry showing the tip and the inboard boundaries
of the vortex sheet.

Microphone on the fan axis

Microphone 30 deg from the fan axis

Microphone 60 deg from the fan axis

Microphone on the plane of blade rotation

Fig. 3 Comparison of measured and predicted noise spectra, 1 m away from the hub center. (Each division in the SPL axis represents 3 dB, and all
graphs are of equal range.)

are not speci� ed, but each divisionrepresentsa differenceof 3.0 dB.
The four graphs are plotted with respect to the same scale so that
the directivity of the noise propagation can be estimated. The fre-
quency data are A-weighted. The noise is measured in an anechoic
chamber measuring5 £ 5 £ 3.8 m, with a cutoff frequencyof 80 Hz
and a background noise level of less than 20 dB(A). The spectrum
is obtained through B&K 4550 spectrum analyzer. The points of
observation are varied keeping a constant distance of 1 m from the
fan center. The increase in the overall noise level as the observer
nears the axis of rotation is typical of the unsteady loading noise.
Comparison of the results shows good agreement with the experi-
mental data, especially for the � rst few harmonics of blade passing
frequency. Of the discrete peaks in experimental data, the fourth
harmonic shows a distinguished value, which is a result of modal
interference of the seven-bladed fan and the four-cornered shroud.
The overpredictionsin the higher frequency range are the result of
an insuf� cient number of panels used for shroud modeling, a fur-
ther increase of which imposes a heavy burden on the computation
time. The current version of the prediction code does not take into
account the effects of diffraction and interference with the shroud
of the fan, consideration of which could generate some complex
phenomena.

Conclusion
Aerodynamic noise from an automotive cooling fan has been

predicted using acoustic analogy in conjunctionwith the free-wake
panel method. The timescale gap between the two methods has
beenbridgedsuccessfully.The predictionresultsagreewell with the
measurednoise spectra,especially toward the axis of rotationwhere
the unsteady dipole noise radiation is greatest. Further re� nement
of the predictionmethod is currently being sought through addition
of structures such as hub and support struts that are present in a real
situation.
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Nomenclature
G = compressible shear-layer growth rate g normalized

by its incompressible counterpart gi (G =g / gi ;
g =dd x / dx)

K = turbulent kinetic energy
K q = density variance (K q = h q 0 2 i )
MC = convective Mach number in a two-stream mixing layer

(MC = j U1 ¡ U2 j / (a1 + a2), a being the
sound speed)

U ¤ = normalized X -component mean velocity
[U ¤ = (U ¡ U2) / (U1 ¡ U2)]; U1 and U2 are U in either
stream of a two-stream mixing layer

¡ h u 0 v 0 i = Reynolds stress (ensemble mean)
V = Y -component mean velocity
Y ¤

2 = nondimensional y coordinate{Y ¤
2 =[(y ¡ y0) / d x ]}

d x = vorticity thickness {d x =(U1 ¡ U2) / [@U / @y]MAX}
e = dissipation rate
q 0 = density � uctuation

Introduction

T HE strategy most usually adopted for improving the numeri-
cal prediction of turbulent � ows within the frame of classical

K – e , or similar, models is that of better calibrating these latter, or
simply their coef� cients, by pursuing interpretation of, or seeking
accordance to, � ow features such as velocity pro� les, turbulence
levels, dissipation rates, etc., with reference to speci� c � ow situ-
ations. At difference with the preceding, the modelization effort
here pursued numerically has been that of reinterpreting the classi-
cal two-equation turbulence model with the aim of capturing, at a
fundamental level, the effects of the turbulence scales interaction:
basically, this implies � nding a proper analytical means suitable to
represent the most relevant statistical quantities of the � uctuating
� eld. In incompressibleturbulencethis strategyhas alreadyallowed
both to improve the eddy viscosity formulationby taking care of the
anisotropy of the turbulence � eld and to capture the higher-order
effects in the shear-stress behavior.1 ¡ 3 In more general terms, it is
here believed that the implications of the preceding perspective are
very much promising and, at the same time, usually overlooked by
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the turbulence modelers, inducing the result that otherwise sophis-
ticated schemes, such as the full Reynolds-stress models, turn out
intrinsicallyweakened if this kind of statistical information is lack-
ing. Such a point appears even more important when the turbulent
� ow� eld is compressible or subject to thermally induced density
variations.4,5

Navier–Stokes Solver with the Three-Equation
Turbulence Model

To the said end, the approach adopted is the so-called TSDIA1,4

method(two-scaledirect-interactionapproximation), extendedwith
the latest compressible-turbulence developments [Markovianized
two-scale method (MTS5)]. Scale-expansion equations are written
and solved directly in terms of � uctuations, and all of the involved
correlationsappear ready to be evaluated.Several correlationsshow
up and require modelization, both in the governing Navier–Stokes
equationsand in thecompressible-turbulence model: this latter turns
out made up by a transport equation for each one of the three main
turbulencequantities K , e , K q , namely the turbulentkinetic energy,
the dissipation rate, and the density variance.4 ¡ 6

From a numerical point of view, the preceding three-equation
turbulence model has been implemented into a new version of
NAST,6,7 a three-dimensionaltime-dependentNavier–Stokes struc-
tured solver belonging, at large, to the Arbitrary Lagrangian–

Eulerian codes’ family, of which the series of Kiva8 codes are the
main representatives.To implement correctly the turbulencemodel
has requiredconversionof the Favre averagespreviouslyadopted in
NAST into ensemble-meanexpressions: it is exactly this procedure
that allows us to explicitly arrive at the � uctuating-�eld correla-
tions to be modeled via the TSDIA/MTS methodologies, yielding
a second-order representation of the Reynolds stresses.4 ¡ 6 In the
last version of NAST, the governing equations are discretized ex-
plicitly for the diffusive and the convective terms, while an implicit
Poisson-likepressure equation is obtained and solved via multigrid
technique.6

Results and Discussion
A few comparisons are now presented between the (ensemble-

mean) predictions of the NAST code and two turbulent test cases,
one (numerical, direct numerical simulation) referred to as an
isothermal, low-Mach-number, backward-step � ow situation8 and
the other (experimental) to a compressible variable-property free-
shear � ow regime.9 The complete results have recently been pre-
sented in all details.6

With reference to the � rst test case, the Reynolds number based
on freestream velocity and height of the step is 5.1 £ 103 , whereas
the Reynolds number based on momentum thickness is 6.67 £ 102.
The calculations were performed on a 161 £ 71 rectangular mesh,
with some grid coarsening for Y / H higher than 3.

Figures1 and 2 show, respectively,thehorizontalvelocitycompo-
nent and the Reynoldsshear stress.The picture turnsout everywhere
good and in many instances excellent. The normal Reynolds-stress

Fig. 1 Horizontal velocity (——, NAST; ® , Le and Moin9 ).

Fig. 2 Reynolds shear stress (——, NAST; ® , Le and Moin9 ).


